Introduction

The survivability of our US meat goat industry is dependant on improving its accessibility and desirability to the huge base of goat meat enthusiasts right here in the US. Goat meat consumption in the US has grown sharply in the last 10 years. The goat slaughter rate at USDA inspected facilities climbed from 207,893 goats in 1991 to 560,300 goats in 2001. Imports from our largest importer, Australia, increased from approximately 3 million tons in 1990 to 12.6 million tons in 2001. Assuming a 40 lb carcass, which is the largest carcass popular with most importers, this equals a minimum of 315,000 more goats.

Who is Our Customer?

Increased consumption is driven by the popularity of goat meat with the diverse ethnic groups that immigrate yearly to the US. The popularity of goat meat with immigrants is not new. In the past, many of us emigrated here from countries where goat meat was popular. However, the perceived scarcity of goat meat in the US and the melting pot mentality discouraged us from holding on to our goat meat traditions. In recent years, we’ve seen a switch in philosophy to one that encourages people to celebrate their diverse cultural backgrounds. The introduction of Boer goats into the US received major publicity and helped make city dwellers more aware of the availability of goat meat. Approximately 10% of the US population is foreign born, with ~51% of these first generation immigrants coming from Latin American and a substantial percentage of the remainder identifying themselves as Muslim. In 2001, 1.6 million applications were approved for immigration into the US. Most immigrants settle initially in metropolitan areas making it relatively easy to concentrate goat meat marketing in these areas. For example, 41% of the population of NYC is foreign born. The low income base of many newly immigrated families, particularly refugees, may suggest that pursuing these markets will tie us into a low price/low value product. People on a tight income may be attracted more to cull animals and to frozen, imported goat meat.

Australian and New Zealand supply a major portion of the goat meat sold commercially in the US. This market has been growing at an annual rate >30% since approximately 1990 and has been able to piggy- back on the backs of the Australian and NZ lamb industries. With the help of
US investors who felt that the US lamb industry no longer held promise, Australia and NZ have been able to develop highly professional, centralized in-country slaughterhouses specifically for lamb export purposes. Companies like Australian Meat Holdings have been able to hold farmers to a consistent product, while compulsory government health programs have helped encourage some uniformity of management. It has been easy to include goats in these same processing and marketing enterprises. Furthermore, as part of the British Commonwealth, Australia and NZ have previous experience establishing substantial goat meat export markets to other Commonwealth nations (for example, Jamaica and India).

We might ask, why we in the US can’t also break into these export markets. One obvious answer, besides the absence of a powerful lamb industry, is the consistent strength of the US dollar. Unfortunately, exchange rates reliably favor Australian, NZ, and Canadian meat goat producers exporting goat meat to our markets rather than us competing with them for overseas markets. As more of their export slaughterhouses are approved for USDA federal inspection and as the availability of cryovaxed fresh carcasses and retail cuts from them increases, we need to come up with serious rational for why our own “homegrown” consumers should choose us over them.

Luckily, many families become upwardly mobile as they establish themselves in the US. Even people on a tight budget prefer to splurge for locally slaughtered goats for weddings and special feasts. There is also a strong trend in the US for the consumption of farm fresh product. Much of the focus of the US goat meat industry should be on making it easier for consumers and processors to obtain the goat meat product they desire year round. We need to insure that the children of immigrants are encouraged to continue these dietary preferences. It is counterproductive if goat meat is available only sporadically, specific carcass preferences are ignored, people are made to feel unwelcome when seeking out goat meat through established channels, or if our marketing infrastructure collapses in on itself and offers all of us fewer marketing choices. We do not need to limit ourselves to seeking out only an “ethnic” market but we better make sure that we nourish and acknowledge this market as the base of our existing demand. Let me add that the story is probably different when we consider exporting breeding stock. The health status and genetics of our US meat goat population makes this a promising avenue for some producer associations.

**Improving Our Accessibility**

How do we make product available year round? Right now, we are probably lucky to have a supply of Australian goat meat for consumers to fall back on when US meat is scarce. However, this encourages distributors to abandon the US industry completely and market exclusively imported product. If we plan on expanding our US goat herd (and as we all know, goats multiply quite easily), we need to develop a base of producers who are willing to manage their herds more intensively either through accelerated breeding cycles or staggered kiddings to provide product more reliably year round. This is hard to do. Most of us are inclined to target peak demand times with their accompanying higher (sometimes) prices.
How do we make product easy to find? The events of September 11th and subsequent compulsory check-ins for immigrant men from certain countries have inadvertently resulted in many ethnic customers maintaining a very low profile. Where people might have felt comfortable stopping unannounced at your farm to ask if those goats in the front pasture are for sale, the same families may be very reticent today. We need to be assertive about finding new ways to contact different cultures about local availability of goat meat. Visiting mosques and foreign student associations, handing out business cards at auctions, sending press releases about your farm to cultural news journals, and establishing on-farm live animal markets are some actions producers have taken.

How do we provide sufficient supply even for special holidays? As producers, more of us need to group together to pool animals for sale. These groupings do not need to be formal cooperatives if you are targeting one particular distributor and your products are live, slaughter goats. In order to easily locate dealers, distributors, packers, processors, and transportation, we need to encourage the accumulation of web based marketing services directories across more regions than just the NE US. The number of smaller USDA slaughterhouses willing to slaughter sheep and goats are decreasing at an alarming rate. Helping to publicize these USDA slaughterhouses is crucial. Having easy places for producers to find contact information for buyers also increases our accessibility. However, many producers do not have the time to seek out buyers and investigate their credit status. Many buyers are also hesitant to deal direct. The development of large, graded sales where goat kids are grouped according to weight, age, and condition for a multitude of buyers is also very important. As part of this we need more sales willing to sell goats by the pound and more sales where prices paid are put on public record by a disinterested third party.

**Improving Our Desirability**

Bob Herr, a popular order buyer at the New Holland Sale, likes to say that there is a customer for every goat, a goat for every customer. It is important that producers educate themselves about the types of goats that are popular for various seasons. It is also important for producers to communicate well with their buyers to make sure they are accurately representing their animal and matching the animal to the market demand. This does not mean that the market is stagnant or does not appreciate some education from producers themselves. Many of us who market direct have experienced customers who initially were leery of meatier, possibly fatter, Boer × carcasses and then became more impressed upon seeing the carcasses hung next to a dairy breed or Spanish carcass. Many immigrant customers desire for tender meat increases once both the husband and wife are working and faster cooking dinners become a priority. However, knowing how to contact and communicate with buyers and educating yourself about the market is a first step in meeting customer desires.

Many ethnic customers are proud of their ability to judge the carcass suitability of a live animal. New York City has a long history of live poultry markets and in recent years many of these have expanded to include small ruminants. An animal can be purchased at them and then slaughtered at the on-site custom slaughterhouse. This is one market that Australia cannot take from us. However, your statewide USDA Division of Ag & Markets can. Organizing annual meetings
between Ag & Market officials and representatives from statewide lamb and goat producer associations may potentially help these agencies stay in touch with industry priorities. In NY, we were fortunate in being able to express our positive view on live animal markets and their benefits for NY lamb and goat producers right before Ag & Markets got too committed to a program to eradicate them. This does not mean they will not eventually close but at least Ag & Markets will be aware of our views if they do. Live animal markets generally provide a wide range of animals to satisfy the diverse market demands of various cultures. In states where they are permitted, they provide a way for city dwellers to insure their own quality standards.

Desirability and acceptability of goat meat products for the general US public will be improved if slaughterhouses with religious exemptions handle animals as humanely as possible. As producers, we need to exert pressure on Halal slaughterhouses to adopt humane restrainers based on Temple Grandin designs.

**Marketing Strategies to Get a Bigger Piece of the Pie**

There are many marketing strategies that producers can adopt to reap more of the market share on their goats. Almost all of these require an investment in extra labor and/or capital on the part of the producer. One of the least painful is market pooling. This is the pooling of animals from several farms together at one centralized pick-up point so that you can offer a buyer a sufficient supply of animals. Generally you need to arrange for one person to represent all of you in negotiating price and assign or pay a person to grade animals (i.e., insure that each animal meets the quality standards of your buyer.

Another way to deal directly with buyers is to organize on-farm live animal markets. These work when you are in commuting distance to metropolitan areas with large meat goat consuming populations. They are dependent on your state having a relaxed interpretation of the exemption for custom slaughtering of farmer owned livestock. Similar to the NYC live animal markets, customers come on farm, purchase an animal, and as the animal’s “owner” have it slaughtered at the on-farm slaughterhouse. Custom slaughterhouse facilities are inspected using county health guidelines. The requirements for each of them can vary widely between counties even within the same state.

Cuisine from goat consuming cultures has grown in popularity with an increasingly cosmopolitan U.S. mainstream population. The healthy profile of goat meat is also attractive to today’s consumer. The goat cheese industry has done a lot to destroy the public’s inhibitions against goat products and many people who pride themselves on a discriminating palate are interested in trying goat meat. Producers can opt to market retail cuts direct to restaurants and consumers. A disadvantage of selling particular cuts to restaurants is the need to get rid of the rest of the carcass. However, many ethnic restaurants prepare recipes that use the whole carcass. Selling direct to businesses is very labor consuming. It is best done either by producers who raise a diverse range of products and thus save time by marketing a multitude of products to each of their customers, by large producers raising goats fulltime, or by formal cooperatives. Even when done by a cooperative, it is recommended that each farm label their product regardless of the overall brand. Many of the
restaurants and retail stores interested in buying direct from farmers want to emphasize the actual farm source. A farmer or cooperative that breaks into the retail market or markets a branded product to distributors needs to insure that the price received will compensate them for the extra time needed to coordinate slaughter, processing, transportation, and regular communication with buyers.

Heat-and-serve meals or introduction of goat meat into large-scale retail grocery stores requires substantial capital investment. Marketing trim as sausage is a more simple process but the common incorporation of pork fat excludes the Muslim or Halal market. Given our reliable customer base, it is generally important to arrange Halal certification through the Islamic Food Nutrition Council of America (IFANCA) if introducing a product over a wide region.

The amount of capital needed to introduce new or branded products generally is more obtainable by a very large producer or a “new generation” marketing cooperative. Funding to initially help such cooperatives with their product development may be available through USDA value-added grants, Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education (SARE) grants, and state grants promoting local agriculture. Feasibility studies in areas where the demand for goat meat has already established are probably not cost effective. However, simple surveys of price sensitivity and testing out what proposed products are of most interest to focus groups and distributors is well advised. Rarely does a co-op have the money to discard one processed product and develop another if the wrong product is invested in initially. Focus groups can be picked from goat cheese connoisseurs, patrons of upscale ethnic restaurants featuring lamb and goat, and representatives of goat-consuming cultures with an interest in ready-made meals. To ease coordination, it helps if a cooperative initially forms from a small nucleus of producers that communicate well together. Extra animals can be purchased from nonmembers as long as there is a quality assurance program and the cooperative expanded later from this pool of reliable non-members.

Conclusion

The health of the goat meat industry hinges on our ability to sustain and expand a strong “cultural” market from our diverse base of US citizens rather than putting the majority of our marketing resources into trying to build an overseas export market. The interest of an increasing portion of the general public in “ethnic” foods, goat products, lean meats, and farm-fresh product can build upon this strong, already present demand.

Anything we can do to make it easier for producers and buyers to find each other and to arrange necessary market logistics will help to maintain and expand our meat goat industry. Regional Marketing Service Directories can help. We need an industry-wide association focused on goat meat marketing issues. Such an association could also determine how to effectively interact with the American Sheep Industry (ASI) on marketing and governmental issues that impact both lamb and meat goat producers.
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